Advanced Style: Older & Wiser

By Cohen, Ari Seth / Doonan, Simon

Book Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: powerHouse Books | The follow up to our bestselling Advanced Style will feature more senior street style and inspiration from all over the globe. In this new edition Cohen shares his work from the past few years including some of the world’s best-dressed and creative older gentlemen. | This follow-up to the bestselling Advanced Style features more senior street style and inspiration from all over the globe. In this new edition Ari Seth Cohen shares his work from the past few years including some of the world’s best-dressed older gentlemen. Similar in format to the original, with dozens of images from cities all over the world including: Los Angeles, London, Cape Town, Rome, Florence, Tokyo, San Diego, Palm Springs, Melbourne, Sydney, New York, Amsterdam, Edinburgh, Stockholm, and Geneva, the book will also feature 22 short essays (by the subjects of the book) distilling the wisdom and lifestyle secrets of some of Cohen’s favorite Advanced Style ladies. Plus an introduction from the always fabulous and witty Simon Doonan makes for a celebration of smashing senior style! I must tell you that I am not really an old lady; just cleverly disguised as one. Art and color keep...

Reviews

Complete guideline! Its this type of great read through. it absolutely was written quite perfectly and helpful. I am very happy to explain how this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my personal life and can be he very best book for at any time.
-- Joshua Gerhold PhD

A very awesome book with perfect and lucid reasons. It really is basic but shocks within the 50 percent of the book. Its been designed in an exceptionally easy way and is particularly merely right after i finished reading this ebook where in fact changed me, change the way i think.
-- Meagan Roob
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Advanced Style is Ari Seth Cohen’s blog-based ode to the confidence, beauty, and fashion that can only be achieved through the experience of a life lived glamorously. It is a collection of street fashion unlike any seen before—a focused on the over-60 set in the world’s most stylish locales. I always turn to those older than myself for insight and wisdom and so I asked some of the Advanced Style ladies and gentlemen to share some collective comfort, gratitude, joy and reflection with all of us. More than ever, it’s important to honor, celebrate and protect the lives of our respected elders. In his new book Advanced Style: Older & Wiser, Cohen has documented both women and men, delving deeper into the lives of the those featured and travelling all over the world to prove that style is not only ageless, but borderless and genderless too. We caught up with Ari to talk about his experience creating Advanced Style: Older & Wiser as well as his new series Advanced Love, exploring the secrets behind long lasting relationships. Take an exclusive first look at episode one featuring badass couple Mort and Ginny Linder who have been together for since their 20s below. You’ve be Here is a special excerpt from Advanced Style: Older and Wiser below:  

“I must tell you that I am not really an old lady; just cleverly disguised as one. Art and color keep me young, keep me sane. Working as I do as an untutored ‘outsider’ artist is my therapy, my medicine, my joy, and my purpose in life. Photographer and author, Ari Seth Cohen, is the creator of Advanced Style, a project devoted to capturing the sartorial savvy of the senior set. He says, ‘I feature people who live full creative lives. They live life to the fullest, age gracefully and continue to grow and challenge themselves.’